**Harry**

1. Pop out all of the pieces.
2. Curve the base into a tube and slot together using the tab, then place the egg on top.
3. For the cloak, stick on the arms then wrap the cloak around the base piece and stick in place using the double-sided tape.
4. Next, stick the 'Harry' face stickers onto the egg.
5. Shape Harry's hair by folding down the sections of hair along the crease lines and stick it onto the top of the egg using the double-sided tape.
6. Finally, put on Harry's scarf (see scarf sheet) and your egg is magically complete!

**Luna**

1. Pop out all of the pieces.
2. Curve the base into a tube and slot together using the tab, then place the egg on top.
3. For the cloak, stick on the arms then wrap the cloak around the base piece and stick in place using the double-sided tape.
4. Next, stick the 'Luna' face stickers onto the egg.
5. Shape Luna's hair by folding down the sections of hair along the crease lines and stick it onto the top of the egg using the double-sided tape.
6. Finally, put on Luna's scarf (see scarf sheet) and your egg is magically complete!

**Ron**

1. Pop out all of the pieces.
2. Curve the base into a tube and slot together using the tab, then place the egg on top.
3. For the cloak, stick on the arms then wrap the cloak around the base piece and stick in place using the double-sided tape.
4. Next, stick the 'Ron' face stickers onto the egg.
5. Shape Ron's hair by folding down the sections of hair along the crease lines and stick it onto the top of the egg using the double-sided tape.
6. Finally, put on Ron's scarf (see scarf sheet) and your egg is magically complete!

**Hermione's**

1. Pop out all of the pieces.
2. Curve the base into a tube and slot together using the tab, then place the egg on top.
3. For the cloak, stick on the arms then wrap the cloak around the base piece and stick in place using the double-sided tape.
4. Next, stick the 'Hermione' face stickers onto the egg.
5. Shape Hermione's hair by folding down the sections of hair along the crease lines and stick it onto the top of the egg using the double-sided tape.
6. Finally, put on Hermione's scarf (see scarf sheet) and
Dumbledore

1. Pop out all of the pieces.
2. Curve the base into a tube and slot together using the tab, then place the egg on top.
3. For the cloak, stick on the arms then wrap the cloak around the base piece and stick in place using the double-sided tape.
4. Next, stick the ‘Dumbledore’ face stickers onto the egg.
5. Shape Dumbledore’s hair by folding down the sections of hair along the crease lines and stick it onto the top of the egg using the double-sided tape.

scarves

1. Pop out all of the pieces.
2. Curve the scarves into a loop to fit around the egg.
3. Feed the left end through the loop.
4. Then fold back over the loop as shown here.